
VALOR HEALTH 
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT & COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

JANUARY 8, 2019 AT 7:00 AM 
EXECUTIVE BOARD ROOM 

I. CALL TO ORDER

The Valor Health Performance Improvement and Compliance Committee meeting was called to order at
7:00 a.m. by Dave Shaw.

Member Attendance: Dave Shaw-Committee Chair; Mark Maxfield-Board Member; Anita Taylor-Board
Member; Dr. Trevor Tredennick (phone); Brad Turpen-CEO; Jacki Weideman-CNO; Sarah Phipps-
Quality; Mike Jeppson-Compliance; Jared Burch-Informatics; Mike Groessinger-RX; Roger Folwell-
Facilities Manager; Dr. Bill Vetter

Staff/Guest Attendance: Cherise Workman-Exec. Assistant; Camille Evans-Case Management, Mitch
Walter-IT Manager, Kami McGann-Interim Lab Manager,

II. STANDING AGENDA
A. Consent Agenda

1. Approval of minutes of the December 12, 2018 PICC

Motion: Brad Turpen moved to approve the consent agenda. The motion was seconded by Dave 
Shaw. The motion passed unanimously.  

B. Reference Materials
- Dave Shaw
1. Sub-Committee Minutes were reviewed. No Discussion.

• Change Team (Team STEPPS) Meeting Minutes
• Infection Prevention Committee Meeting Minutes

C. Patient Story
- Michael Groessinger

• Mike G. shared a patient story that was not positive. Comments were made about another
community member when the patient was receiving care, and the patient felt that wasn’t
appropriate. The patient was encouraged to contact Sarah Phipps or Camille Evans with
these concerns.

D. Annual Department Review
- Camille Evans

• Case Management Review
o Camille shared an updated metric with December 2018 data included.
o We received a grant for Advanced Care Planning and Honoring Choices. We needed

better data that shows we are making an improvement on our documentation. Camille
explained how she is tracking this information. The goal would be to see the number
increase for patients that we are receiving data on. The national average is 30 percent
and we would like to hit 50 percent on the documentation.
We are working to change the stigma and encourage conversations to happen. We
can prove we asked the question, but we can’t prove that we are making an impact
with people, without proper documentation.

o We will not be tracking the discharge planning process as much this next year, as we
are doing everything we need to do, to meet this measure.

o Dave noted a correction is need for the readmissions scores. The mean score did not
calculate correctly. Camille will update the spreadsheet.

o Medicare forms are something we have struggled with and it was pointed out by DNV
during the site visit. We are working to make improvements on Medicare forms. We
must have this signed two days prior to discharge and we don’t always know when that
will be. The process at this time is to have the patient sign this form every two days to
cover the requirement.

o We have improved the Swing Bed Interdisciplinary Team Meetings and have made



progress. The concern is the swing bed numbers are low right now.   
- Kami McGann 

• Utilization Review 
• Camille Evans noted that Kami McGann is transitioning to lead the Utilization Review 

committee in collaboration with key stakeholders, including department managers and 
physician leadership.  

• Camille presented the data.  
o Observation over 48 – The number wasn’t correct for November in the packet. Most 

observation patients only need one day, but sometimes they need two days. Longer 
stays are usually due to some additional needs for long-term care that is difficult to put 
in place on short notice.  

o Communication of documentation on insurance – A major challenge is when Camille is 
gone there is no coverage. We will be focusing on education in nursing so there is not 
gaps when Camille is out. The education will help the nurses understand when they 
need to have conversations about insurance.  

o Making sure orders are correct – A challenge is when they have an issue with the 
observation order. Sometimes inpatient and observation are not identified correctly in 
the documentation.  

o Providing information to the UR committee from the medical staff – Camille is hoping 
with Kami’s help, UR committee and the new UR plan will improve the communication 
and structure of the group. We are putting ownership for UR tracking back on the 
departments. The goal is to have each department have a quality goal around UR if 
they own this information. We are working with Jared Burch to see what data we do 
have and what data do we need. We are looking for improvements on the 
communication loop back to the physician. 

o Kami noted that by pushing the data back to departments we believe we will obtain 
better data. She noted that we have improved the communication lines. Camille noted 
we have shifted the culture to allow the communication to happen.  

o We will pick certain areas in medical necessity and appropriateness to study 
throughout the year.  

o If notification of medical inpatient doesn’t happen then payment will be written off. 
Observation does not require notification. We have had some issue with joint 
surgeries. We consider them all to be inpatient. Insurance decided that knees are no 
longer inpatient, and they are always outpatient. We are now asking the question with 
insurance on whether knee surgery is considered inpatient or outpatient and we are 
getting the approval in advance 

o We only get paid for 48 hours of observation. Dr. Vetter noted it is difficult to convert 
someone from observation to inpatient.  

o Going forward we are looking at standard metrics which include DNV requirements 
and we will be looking at other metrics for quality.  

o The first 2019 UR meeting will be on the 22nd.  
E. Patient Experience Data       

- Sarah Phipps & Jared Burch  
1. Patient Experience Results for Valor Health 
2. Discussion 

• Sarah still has not figured a work around to show a quarterly bullseye for data. The packet 
will continue to reflect the monthly bullseye at this time.  

• As requested, last meeting graphs for the metrics were requested. The information 
provided are graphs that correlate with the department survey question and detailed 
reports. Dave noted the minimum and maximum numbers on the graphs are different. 
Sarah is not able to change the numbers on the graphs because they represent the 
specific data from each service line.  

• The rolling three-month metric reports were reviewed. Sarah was able to capture the data 
to show quarterly results. 

• Ambulatory Surgery – We are doing well.  
• Emergency Department – We are at 79.9 percent overall and doctors are at 91.7 percent.  
• Dave asked for feedback on the eight patients that left without being seen as reported in 

last month’s PICC. Dr. Tredennick noted he has not looked into that detail yet due to Med 



Staff meeting not occurring in January 2019. He has emailed Steve Barnes about pulling 
the charts to review. He missed the ED meeting so has not been able to address this topic. 

F. Quality and Performance Improvement     
- Sarah Phipps & Jared Burch 
1. Quality Dashboard 

• Jared reported the EKG time for November was two minutes.  
o He reviewed a few cases because it looked like that time was too good.  
o A few patients were seen late at night so that time frame could happen.  
o Dr. Tredennick noted that sometimes at night the nurse will be checking in a patient at 

the same time the EKG is being done. However, it’s probably not possible for that to 
be the normal time. He doesn’t know the registration process, so he doesn’t know if 
that time can be backdated.  

o Jared will meet with Steve Barnes to discuss the registration process.  
o Dr. Tredennick further noted the registration is very quick when someone comes in 

with chest pain. Sometimes they will be having a EKG and registration is checking the 
patient in as they are being seen.  

• Time for ED Arrival to Departure is down from 134 minutes to 120 minutes.  
• The ED Door to Medical Provider time is down to 14 minutes. 
• Left Without Being Seen is down to one.  
• Percent of DC Summaries Completed Within Five Days is at 100 percent.  
• Sarah noted that there is a tentative updated dashboard for 2019 that will be sent to the 

committee for review. Sarah asked the committee members to let her know if there is 
specific data they would like included on the dashboard.  
o Brad Turpen noted that we must work on patient satisfaction. He would like to see that 

whoever owns the measure has an action plan for items where we are not regularly 
meeting the metric.  

o Sarah noted the ED manager put together a corrective action plan for departure times. 
Dr. Tredennick talked to Steve Barnes and he is working to get the numbers for 
physician specific patient stays. It is not resolved yet, but Steve is working on it and 
collecting data.  

o Dave asked if there is anything from the last DNV visit that we would want to include in 
the metric tracking.  

o Sarah noted items that we are doing well on we will remove, and we will add areas that 
we are struggling in. Sarah had a conversation with Camille and Steve about 
unintentional consequences around meeting benchmarks, specifically around ED 
admission to departure time. Dr. Tredennick agreed that sometimes with speed you 
lose quality.  

o Brad suggested that the PLC or Med Staff would be good to get their perspective on 
the dashboard. Brad noted that we also need to figure out how to incorporate the 
metrics from the clinics into this global review.  

• Sarah noted throughout January she will be meeting with all department managers to 
discuss quality metrics.  

• On Lab metrics Sarah meet with Kami to discuss quality metrics, will have data up-to-date 
on the next report.  

• Brad suggested that Sarah discuss metrics to measure for provider credentialing and 
privileging to best track data by provider.  

2. Department Quality Metrics Analysis. No discussion. 
3. Complaints and Grievances were discussed in Executive Session.   
4. Performance Improvement Notifications were discussed in Executive Session.  
5. Internal Audits & Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) 

• Quality conducted a medical inpatient audit. We had originally separated the medical 
inpatient and swing bed audits, but after speaking with Angie and Camille we determined it 
would make more sense to combine them. The medical inpatient report was published and 
will be combined with the swing bed into one report.  
o Medical Inpatient / Swing Bed report deferred to February. 

6. Quality and Performance Improvement Initiatives/Projects 
• Customer Service & Service Recovery 

o Sarah and Jacki met and will be rolling this program out in next few months.  



• Patient Experience Initiatives – Department managers of clinical areas are working to 
develop initiatives from a patient experience standpoint.  

• Flex Grant Cohort: Quality Improvement related to Evidence-Based Practice    
o We are working with Weser on this grant and we will have six to seven Valor staff 

working with a mentor from Ohio State. They will have online modules to complete. 
Later in the year we will select two staff from Valor to go with two staff from Weser to 
attend immersion training.  

o Sarah noted that quality metrics we will be reviewing will be around the discharge 
process.  

G. Risk and Compliance       
- Mike Jeppson 
1. Risk 

• General Update  
o Mike J. talked about the risk assessment tool a few months ago. It is in the testing 

phase see how it works and to make sure it is working well.  
o One of the major things we did is the HIPPA Security Risk Assessment.  

• 2018 HIPAA Security Risk Assessment 
o In December we had the on-site HIPPA risk assessment.  
o Mitch reported that previously we had a mid-60 number of findings. Some of that was 

due to the amount of systems we used.  
o This year we had 23 findings, this is a third what we had previously. This was a record 

low for Valor and the auditor.  
o We had four high-risks, ten medium risks, and remainder were low risk.  

- Risk 1 – Exposure to outside entities that could reach into our organization. We 
were able to quickly resolve two out of the three concerns. The third concern will 
be completed in 30 or so days.  

- Risk 2 – Documentation on security evaluations overall. Mainly in IT. Jared will be 
helping to document our efforts for this risk. The policy and procedure have not 
been well documented.  

- Risk 3 – BAA contract compliance language up to speed. Mitch explained the 
new standard is that vendors must have a HIPPA compliance policy. Mike J. 
noted the government has wanted organizations to be more proactive and get an 
attestation from the vendor that identifies the HIPPA security person and that they 
have an annual training, etc. We will be working to improve the language and 
process to meet this standard. Mitch asked if Mike J. or an executive leader 
would take the lead on Risk 3. Mike J. agree that he could take the lead. Brad 
asked if we need a 90-day push or could we update the BAA when contracts are 
renewed. Mike J. believes we need to have it pushed out quickly. Mike J. will 
work with Mitch and Andrea to figure out how we can get the BAA ready and he 
will have a report of progress to PICC next month.  

- Risk 4 – Ensure all systems are able to record PHI access. Jared is working with 
IT to ensure we have regular audits and documentation of the process.  

- Mitch is the point person for all HIPPA issues and the HIPPA Compliance Team 
meets monthly. 

2. Compliance 
• General Update  

o Mike J. noted that conflict of interest has come up this past year and will be adding a 
few slides for new employee orientation. Mike J. explained what conflict of interest 
means for the organization. Disclosure needs to happen so that an unbiased, best 
decision can be made. Dave noted the board used to sign conflict of interest 
statements annually and we should have that on the agenda to do again.  

o 2018 CLIA Inspection for Laboratory. This inspection happens every two years. One 
standard level deficiency was found. Kami has written a corrective action plan that has 
been excepted. This deficiency involved a d-dimer and we were stuck in the middle 
where there was a disconnect on information. We have the communication worked out 
now and have a plan for routine cleaning of that equipment.  

o We had a finding of a recommendation to verify college course work for an 
international student. That was resolved quickly, and we were able to show that 
competencies were meet.  



o 2018 Food Establishment Inspection was a surprise visit. We had no deficiencies in 
Dietary. We have not had any deficiencies in the past 5 years. Chef John is especially 
proud of the outcome of the surprise inspection. Dave noted that our internal audit was 
stricter than the state audit.  

• DNV Corrective Action Plan Tracker 
o Mike J. noted that we have additional updates and more areas are completed. DNV 

has accepted all CAPs that were submitted in December.  
o Dave noted that there was a task under NC1-6 for Nursing/Social work that was 

rescinded because Cerner was not able to provide it. Jared noted that we wanted to 
have a reminder in the system for them to provide data back to us. However, they 
were not able to set up that reminder. We now have a system in place to provide those 
forms, although it is not through an automated reminder. We have trained the nursing 
staff to be aware of the need for the form and to make sure they provide the forms 
timely.  

o Dave noted that on NC1-7 the dates don’t look right for completion. Mike J. will review 
and update.  

3. Document Management 
• General Update – Mike J. started 1:1 meetings with dept heads to review policies and 

procedures.  
4. Contract Management 

• General Update – We have had one training and will need to schedule another training. 
Mike J. will also have a video training for people to access.   

H. Administration   
- Executive Leadership 
1. General Update   

• Brad noted, as it pertains to performance improvement, he is happy with where we are at 
and is pleased with the direction we are going in our culture. We have a sub-group working 
on reviewing the values from the Board to establish performance standards that go with 
each value.  

• We are making progress on the strategic plan. We want the operational goals to support 
the strategic and long-term goals. Brad is excited about the work that is being done.  

2. Patient and Family Advisory Council  
• The group continues to meet. It’s a very engaged group. We are working to take action on 

sharing positive stories in the community through the group and tell those stories in the 
community, so Gem county residents are hearing it from their neighbors not just people at 
the hospital.  

3. Incident Command Training 
• Jacki noted that Roger is working closely with executives on incident command training. It 

is also a component of Trauma Level 4 certification that we have people trained on 
incident command. Roger is working with the fire department to conduct a HAZMAT drill. 
He is also working on an online course for first responder training.  

• Anita noted NIMS comes from an initiative after 9/11 to have consistency in disaster 
response training for everyone in emergency care. This training is also is required to 
qualify for certain grants.  

I. Chairman Lead Discussion      
- Dave Shaw 
1. PICC Goals 

• 2018 PICC Goals were reviewed. Dave asked what items need to come off the list and 
what needs to be added. We would like to start laying out 2019 goals.  

• Sarah graded the committee and noted if something needs to change on the performance 
she can update the report.  

• Sarah asked for any comments and ideas for the 2019 goals that committee members may 
have, be sent to Sarah by January 18th.  

• Sarah celebrated the PICC accomplishments.  
• Dave believes we should look at the PICC Charter again. Sarah will review and send out 

the current goal list and charter for the committee to review.  
• Sarah shared the internal quality audit CAP tracker. Dave believes this tracker will be 

helpful for internal quality tracking and asked the committee for any feedback on the 



document. Sarah is pleased with how many of the departments have done on their internal 
quality CAPs.  

2. Data Analysis Discussion. 
3. Items to be reported to the Board  

• Quality dashboard and DNV tracker (status report).  
• Quality management plan will be going to the Board for approval. 

J. Open Items        
- Dave Shaw 
1. Open Items from Previous PICC Meetings 

• Monitor 2017 HIPAA Security Risk Assessment – Mike Jeppson 
o Completed 

• 2019 Metric Benchmark Consistency – Sarah Phipps  
o Sarah asked if we want to go for 100% or 0% as the benchmark number in our 

reporting. She would like a consistent number for tracking and it will be reflected in 
2019 reporting.  

K. Pharmacy Review       
- Mike Groessinger 
1. Medication Errors & Near Misses Monthly Report 

• A self-reporting case is under review. Mike explained the background.  
  
III. OTHER BUSINESS       

A. Executive Session 
 

Motion: Brad Turpen moved enter into Executive Session per Idaho Code §74-206(1)(d) – Records 
Exempt from Public Disclosure.  
 
Roll Call:  
Yes – Dave Shaw, Board Committee Chair 
Yes – Mark Maxfield, Board 
Yes – Anita Taylor, Board 
Yes – Brad Turpen, CEO 
Yes – Jacki Weideman, CNO 
Yes – Dr. Trevor Tredennick 
Yes – Dr. Bill Vetter 
Yes – Sarah Phipps, Quality  
Yes – Mike Groessinger, RX 
Yes – Mike Jeppson, Compliance 
Yes – Jared Burch, Informatics 
Yes – Roger Folwell, Facilities 
 

 Executive Session began at 8:38 a.m.  
 

Motion: Brad Turpen moved to exit executive session. Mike Jeppson seconded the motion, the motion 
passed unanimously.  

 
Executive Session ended at 9:02 a.m. 

  
IV. ADJOURNMENT 
 

Being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 9:04 a.m. 
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